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Assembly instructions for:
PATIO PAVILIONS
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Thank you for purchasing Forever Redwood patio furniture. Forever Redwood is built by Old-Growth
Again Restoration Forestry (OGA). OGA is dedicated to restoration forestry. Sales of patio furniture
finance our restoration work in California redwood forestlands.
Tools required: ½-inch ratchet, square bugle head (A2) screwdriver and a mallet or small
hammer.
The gazebo is divided in 3 sections (A, B, C-D) A: Is the deck or floor, that can be included (if not only
the two other sections will be assembled) B: Are the walls that give the gazebo its structure and
C-D: Is the roof.
For better understanding of the assembly, the pieces that go together will have the same number, for
example a wall with the number 3 and a part of the roof with number 3 will be assembled together
where the numbers are the same. As the 3 sections are built from 6 parts, we shall begin with the part
marked as number 1 and then go on till part number 6. It is assembled with 3½ inch Bolts.
The gazebo is built from 27 parts: Six parts for the floor, six parts for the roof, the central crown of
the roof, six views or treads for the joints of the roof, three pieces for the door frame and five wall
panels. 54 3½ bolts and 25 3’ inch screws will be required.
First, choose the area where the gazebo will be located, it has to be a plain and even
surface.
.

Photo 1: The parts of the floor are picked; six triangles marked with an A are organized in
consecutive order.
Photo 2: The parts can be ordered one by one or all be set and then assembled.

Photo 3: Start by building the main wall, this is the door frame of the gazebo.
Photo 4: The door frame is made out of 3 pieces, 2 long sides and 1 short upper piece.
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Photos 5, 6, 7: Photos 5, 6 and 7 show the door frame completely built, the first wall is set and then
the rest finished with all the panels, each joint has 3 bolts.

Photo 8: Here are all of the wall panels of the gazebo completed section B and section A if you ordered
it with a deck.

Photos 9,10: Photos 9 and 10 show the next step, put each one of the triangles over each wall (Section
C). Over the top cross support on each wall there is a mark with the letter C and a number that
matches with roof number that will be installed over the cross support ; then each part of the
roof is installed until the roof is finished.
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Photos 11, 12: Picture 11shows how each section of the roof is being assembled with two bolts, side to
side. On the top there will be a crown that will also help to hold the upper part of the roof, as shown in
picture 12. The roof can be fully assembled before is set on top, or installed section by section until it is
completed.

Photos 13, 14: To complete the roof, long strips with triangular ends are set with screws on the joints of
the roof, as picture13 and 14 show.

Photo 15: Photo15 shows the gazebo fully assembled.
Enjoy and thank you for supporting our work. If you have any questions, please call or email us.
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